Dialogue and Staging Feature in Latin Play

Dunklel Rollicks With Spirit, Caricatures, Betsy Slaves

By Alice May Crowder, '41

The Latin Play, ably directed by Miss Hual, moved to a swift and vigorous conclusion with superior excellence, conocerly, and propriety. The play had a tendency to drag largely because of the absence of the quail Gilbert and Sullivan music that is indispensable in the playing of the dialogue in which the usual formal gait was slowed by allusion to fashion, English by Louise Allen and Eliza- Franzi, '42, gained from the repertoire of complete and skilled actors and extra is seen in the traditional production. The plot, turned upon the capacity of a student to find his friend who had returned unexpectedly from the shipyard.

The acceptance challenged this show and were skillful although perhaps unjustly, the last lecture of the week, performances were forced into greatest prominence. Doris Dunklel, '43, a city street character, and her side split by laughter, was the perfect example of the humorous. Miss Dunklel was well-sung in the play and contrived 1943 Van-ter's signature, the popular maiden of the west, and her side played on the stage this week.

The first act and assure freedom of expression under the Student Senate, and every speech, which is an enforcement of the policy it calls for. The freedom of expression and speech is not true when it is exercised in a way to be kept. Freedom of expression, and an individual's responsibility under it, is the only guarantee that it is keeping intact our liberty of free speech, which is an inheritance of inalienable rights. Freedom of expression, and "speeches to transgress in- form a freedom which does not interfere with the freedom of others." As the balance between right and privilege is in struggle, responsibility is cre- and cannot be denied.

Bryn Mawr Varsity Downed 3-0 in Fast
Came With Beaver; B. M. Second Victorious

Thursday, October 31—Bever's Varsity Baseball was outdone by the strong team in the fastest game Bryn Mawr has had this year. The visitors fielded and controlled the ball well and had such a determined attack, they stole some bases and kept running on them. Bryn Mawr took the offensive long, and few scored across the field with a great deal of energy, but in the regular slow team we did not see, men, from the superior Beaver team. All bases in the game Beaver University were taken by the home team as a whole and as a result of the forwards' fine efforts, the whole team scored 3 runs.

Bryn Mawr W. Beaver

Bryant, R. J. Winkler

Winter, 1. A. J. Simonds, Jr., C. F. T. Worley

Fredericksburg, R. R. Emery

Springfield, C. H. Hopper

Worcester, R. R. Harkes

Fallston, R. R. Stewer

Thiols Farnie—October 31—The Bryn Mawr Second Team blocked out the Beaver Reserves with a 6-0 score in the lead early in the game and kept the ball away from the reserves for the entire length of the field, the goals were scored as a result of the forwards' fine efforts. Beaver retaliated with a few spectacular single plays, but the forwards played magnificently under the control of the team. The reserves were scored 6 runs, while the team scored 0 runs. The game for Bryn Mawr.
Interrelation of Labor, May Day, Industy, Dean's Office, Capital, and Tuesday's Dessert
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DEEP THOUGHT

On this side... said the night-reading guide, you see a dog on the other side, you see the owner of that dog.” And everybody laughed.

It is a lamentable state of affairs when people, when they turn their minds to and are amused by such fun-making, while there are such weighty problems hanging the world’s solution. There is much to be done. Problems which must be met. Hatred remains, but if we have any free time either. Letting ice cream into a milkshake he the mountains towering above my English and three boys came in, near Bryn Mawr, hostelling there. It is quite near. We knew it should be here, because it is essentially.

In any community this must be notified about things, the earlier.

What we are saying does not apply in any situation where people are involved. It must be remembered that people feel that as our opinion, it seems again. We propose to resolve all internal demands carefully handled. No bickering. Labor vies with capital, in this abstract peculiar room. In peace we shall fight for our tomorrow will dawn in peace. In peace we shall fight for the goal of peace.
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Page Three
Responsibility, Freedom
Discussed by Assembly

Continued from Page One

The opportunities offered in college to use your liberty actively were explained by Catharine McChillian, ’41. A personal sense of freedom must constantly be redefined and recreated. “Work in the community is offered us. We can find the times; and the services will be of value to the individual in the future, as well as stimulating and helpful to the present society.” To maintain democratic freedom, we must actively give.

Margaret Shortidge, ’41, spoke of the use of tolerance under freedom. Tolerance cannot remain an ideal, but must be translated into action. “To be tolerant means more to allow, it means to discriminate. “Well-meaning is valuable unless it leads to well-doing.” Freedom is an American heritage, but “freedom was never won nor maintained by indiscriminate tolerance.” Louie Morley, ’41, was the final speaker. There is a consciousness between freedom and responsibility. In fulfilling our individual responsibility we must accept these responsibilities in freedom as citizens, or we will not be contributing to the strength and the preservation of democracy.

THE COLLEGE NEWS

HOW TO WIN BOY-FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE STAG-LINES

By Dalea Dorothy Clix

Dear Miss Clix: When Dad remarried, he married a fragile helpless little twenty years younger than himself. When I invite the young men to meet with me, they fall for my step-mother like a ton of bricks—and then call on her instead of me. She has a stag-line a mile long—and they’re all my discoveries! What should I do?

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HAVE MORE BEAUTIFUL NAILS

Let your brilliant gem-hard lustres of inpenion give your fingernails that marvellous attraction and allure that men ad­more! Deba-claws flow on smoothly and keep its brilliant beauty of color longer, resists tacking and chipping better! Have the most beautiful fingernails in the world by buying DEBA-claws!

YOUR GOAL FOR MORE SMOKING PLEASURE IS M M I L D E R

COOLER, BETTER TASTE

There are three touchdowns in every pack of Chesterfield for smokers like yourself. The 1st is a COOLER smoke ... the second score for Chesterfield is BETTER TASTE ... and the third and winning score for any smoker is Chesterfield’s REAL MILDNESS. The reason Chesterfield scores is in their right combina­tion of the finest tobacco grains ... the perfect blend that you’ll find in no other cigarette. They really Satisfy.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELD

You can’t buy a Better Cigarette
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